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 Red Hill Ward (1 vacancy) 
 

 

1 David Breadmore 
Mob: 0400 899 748 
david.breadmore@me.com 
 

I am uncomfortable the potential environmental impacts and 
the impact to the amenity of the area with a quarry of this 
scale. While remaining very mindful that the quarry is an 
employer with many local families relying on it for income 
and the support the RE Ross Trust provides to the 
community. My feeling is that while a supporter of 
appropriate local business development. I am uncomfortable 
with the current scale of this proposal. 
 

2 Claire Thorn 
claire@clairethorn.com.au 

The generous philanthropy of the RE Ross Trust is a cynical 
PR exercise if the funds come from Hillview Quarries’ 
proposal to blast ninety-four acres of the Arthurs Seat 
hillside. The philanthropy of the Trust will in NO WAY 
compensate for the loss of rare, threatened and endangered 
species. It will not compensate for the impact on local 
residents and farm lands. If elected to the Red Hill Ward I will 
oppose, advocate and fight against Hillview’s proposal to 
destroy Arthurs Seat. 
 

3 Melissa Goffin 
hello@melissagoffin.com.au 
 

I do not believe the proposed quarry to be in line with the 
intent of our green wedge protections, neighbourhood 
character or community interests. While updates to green 
wedge legislation are underway that will protect our green 
wedge from these uses, we must advocate strongly at state 
government against progressing proposals like this that seek 
to threaten native species and protected biolinks.  
 

4 David Gill 
Mob: 0435 260 384 
davidgill4redhillward@gmail.com 

I have strongly opposed the quarry development proposal 
from the start, attended community meetings and written to 
the Planning Minister. I ensured Council opposed the clearing 
of this important wildlife habitat which will leave a horrible 
scar on the escarpment and create residential amenity issues 
including noise from blasting and unlimited BW truck 
movements. The Planning Minister must listen to our 
community and Council and stop this disastrous 
development. 
 

5 Tim Davies 
Mob: 0409 069 344 
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